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DISH Once Again Drops A Major TV Station Group 
DISH makes no serious offer to continue carriage of Cox Media Group’s  

market-leading local TV stations, including KLSR, blacking out hundreds of thousands of its own customers, 
turning its back on vital local journalism 

Eugene (Nov. 28, 2022) – Today DISH unilaterally chose to black out all Cox Media Group (CMG) TV stations across the 

country, including KLSR and KEVU, after deploying its well-worn anti-consumer drop tactic. With this move, DISH has 

once again punished its own customers and KLSR/KEVU’s consumers by depriving them of access to critical local news, 

emergency weather and traffic information, popular sports and other local and national network programming.  

“DISH is infamously unreasonable and difficult to deal with in retransmission consent and all other content negotiations. 

In their latest example, DISH has refused to make any meaningful offer to continue carriage of CMG’s award-winning 

local news, investigative journalism, popular sports and entertainment content. This has undercut both local 

broadcasting and its own customers,” said Paul Curran, EVP of Television, Cox Media Group. “Let me be clear – despite 

their numerous false claims, it was solely DISH’s decision to remove CMG’s best-in-class TV stations from its service. To 

keep our stations on the DISH platform, we offered DISH an extension of our current agreement with no strings 

attached, but DISH refused.  We’re simply asking DISH to agree to a fair-market deal that is consistent to what their 

competitors have agreed without any interruption of service to consumers.”  

CMG has repeatedly asked DISH to continue carrying the stations while CMG negotiates in good faith toward a fair-

market deal. DISH has refused to negotiate in good faith and declined to keep the stations on air while working towards 

a deal. DISH has now delivered on its obvious goal from the outset to black out CMG’s stations from its lineup. 

DISH has a long history of harming its customers by using blackouts against local broadcasters and other content 

providers. DISH is responsible for the highest blackout rates among distributors of local broadcast stations and other 

content. DISH’s latest drop comes just two years after it blacked out CMG stations for eight months, as well as numerous 

other content drops by DISH since then. 

“Despite DISH’s many false claims, we remain willing to negotiate in good faith,” Curran said. “We once again call on 

DISH to stop its tired anti-consumer approach and get serious about reaching a fair agreement for CMG TV stations. It’s 

time for DISH to restore our critical news, information, sports and entertainment programming to the viewers in the 

communities we serve who subscribe to DISH for CMG’s valuable content.”  

DISH customers who are disappointed and frustrated by DISH’s latest stunt to deprive them of vital programming should 

switch TV providers now. All CMG stations are available on all other major TV providers. They should also contact DISH 

to make their voices heard by calling DISH at 1-800-333-3474 and urging them to restore the stations now and engage 

with CMG in good faith for ongoing carriage of CMG’s vital programming. 

### 

About Cox Media Group 
CMG Media Corporation (d/b/a Cox Media Group) is an industry-leading media company with unparalleled brands, award-winning 
content, and exceptional team members. CMG provides valuable local and national journalism and entertainment content to the 
people and communities it serves. The company's businesses encompass 14 high-quality, market-leading television brands in 9 
markets; 52 top-performing radio stations delivering multiple genres of content in 11 markets; a Washington, DC news bureau; and 
numerous streaming and digital platforms. CMG's TV portfolio includes multiple primary affiliates of ABC, CBS, FOX, NBC, Telemundo 
and MyNetworkTV, as well as several valuable news and independent stations. For more information about CMG, 
visit www.coxmediagroup.com. 
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